Harvard Puzzle "Logo"
Instructions: Guess the words defined by the
cryptic clues (answers vary in length from
three to nine letters; three are capitalized, one
is hyphenated, and one is an acronym) then
enter them in the grid one after another in the
same order as their clues, starting in the upper
left corner. Across words that don't end at the
right continue on the next row, and down
words that don't end at the bottom continue in
the next column. Seven across words and
seven down words won't fit in the grid unless
one of their letters is removed. Those fourteen
letters, taken in order as they occur in across
and down words, spell a two-word phrase
related to the mystery entry. Thanks to Kevin
Wald '93 for test-solving and editing this
puzzle.
Across
1. Hail novel's sound approach
2. Bird is back inside for a dance move
3. Container essential for life when there's no
time
4. Yell "Go" with energy
5. Harvard faculty partaking of breakfast
6. Children in moving line forming composite
organisms
7. A mind not prepared for the fifth degree
8. Mother ostentatiously eating sandwich
9. Five in evil guild finally made to confess
10. Silver put in plate as a show of respect
11. Valerie started Gaelic poem
12. Mystery entry
13. Critical place to end up in
14. Monarch imprisoning holy one with thief
15. First woman to sleep in Chomolungma
16. Look of fish turning red at the top
17. Glittering object's special aspect
18. Padre's trying to grab all that's left
19. Dad gets $1000 for true radio device
20. Cheap seats surround building extension
21. Pastry-cutting
22. Carter, aroused, hugs one queer
23. A city's love for a certain style of singing

Down
1. A covering sound is a benefit
2. A wise person restrains a very wild one
3. Victor is mature in appearance
4. Even Lear is free of sexual desire
5. On no occasion going back into more
ventures
6. Essential quality of a ring changed
7. Pliant and gentle after the start
8. Charges involving the Spanish associates
9. Refrain: "Crazy crush about nothing"
10. Bland food eaten up with a bit of pepper
11. Hysteric troubled about onset of manic
interaction
12. Starting soccer center's number of goals
13. Tatler's depraved chatter
14. Pleased to have comfort
15. Lack of storms in border town
16. Endless court proceeding starting day three
17. Pressured about uncompleted last course
18. Assistant undressed maiden
19. Propose plover's heart wrapped in moleskin
20. Get hold of good woodworking tool
21. Joey, for example, starting for shelter
22. Large auk turned up in breeder rumpus
23. Philosopher's land next to ocean

